
Through this public statement, the undersigned civil society organizations and social movements wish to state their

concern with the voting of Draft Bill No. 3,283/2021, which, among other proposals, intends to alter Law No. 13,260/2016

– known as the Antiterrorism LAW. Currently under discussion at the Federal Senate level, this proposition recently

passed the Public Safety Commission and is on track to be appraised and voted on this week at the Constitution and Justice

Commission.

The entities signing this note have been monitoring debates on the topic in Congress since the first articulations that led to

the approval and sanctioning of the Antiterrorism LAW in 2016. The approved text, in spite of the claims by civil society

organizations and social movements, which asked for it to be vetoed, and the accelerated processing without proper

public discussions, is the main piece of legislation on the subject in Brazil.

The initial version of the Antiterrorism LAW included troubling provisions because it considered “political and

ideological” motivations as elements that could characterize a terrorist action. With its highly criminalizing potential,

the text was criticized by the Organization of American States (OAS) and the United Nations (UN), which considered that its

broad definition could restrict fundamental liberties. One of the main victories of civil society after exerting intense

pressure was striking this item out of the bill. This guarantee, however, has since been attacked in multiple legislative

bills.

Brazil is facing a reduction of its democratic space, with the Legislative Branch employing each and every mechanism at

its disposal to foster animosity and attack social movements and specific populations.

Upon analyzing Draft Bill 3,283/2021, we noticed that several of its propositions represent issues already found in other

proposals under processing in Congress involving the subject of terrorism and that are often the target of criticism,

including from international entities or items that had already been vetoed in the process of debating and passing the Law

in 2016.

These issues include: 
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Civil unrest being equated to terrorism

The inclusion and equation between “civil unrest” and terrorist acts in §3 of the text of Draft Bill 3,283/2021 are carried

out in a generic, broad, and imprecise manner, leading to the risk of it being misused and improperly enforced. Normative

provisions of this nature, as posited by civil society when Law No. 13,260/2016 was under discussion, violate the principle of

specificity in criminal law, according to which the incriminating rule must be written in a clear and precise manner, so as

to avoid extended interpretations. The excessive scope of the expression “civil unrest” contradicts international human

rights principles and necessarily implicates the flexibilization of constitutional rights and guarantees.

Furthermore, the concept of “civil unrest”, far removed from legal vocabulary, originates from the law enforcement

language of the “riot police”, created to contain “social movements, political organizations, or large violent

gatherings”[1]. Thus, the definition provided in §3, when stating that “the following behaviors are equal to terrorist acts

when practiced for any reason with the intention of causing civil unrest, in the name or in favor of a terrorist

organization or an organized crime movement [...]”, harkens back to the ordinary actions of social movements, in spite of

their legitimate purposes.

[1] NETTO, Fernando Antunes. CAPACITAÇÃO EM OPERAÇÕES DE CONTROLE DE DISTÚRBIOS: restauração da ordem e garantia da paz. In. O Alferes, Belo Horizonte, 70 (27): 51-78, jan./jun. 2017.



The insular action provided in item I of §3 criminalizes the work of social movements that claim for change, since it

prohibits the conduct of creating obstacles or limiting the free movement of people, goods, and services. The caveat of §2 of

the Antiterrorism LAW seems insufficient to ensure the exclusion from consideration as an offense by transferring the

definition of the legitimacy of popular claims to law enforcement and the Judiciary Branch.
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International Recommendations on Restrictions to civic space by counter-terrorism
policies

The 52nd Session of the Human Rights Council of the United Nations held in Geneva between March 27 and April 4, 2023,

concluded Brazil’s Universal Periodic Review process. With the end of the 3rd cycle (2017-2022) and the start of the 4th

(2023-2027), Brazil received 304 recommendations by countries that are part of the Council to ensure and protect human

rights in the upcoming cycle. Two of them emphasize the importance of listening to civil society in legislative discussions

on the subject of terrorism, warning of the importance of observing international human rights agreements that Brazil

has signed, and mentioning draft bills that are similar to the changes proposed by Draft Bill No. 3,283/2021. What follows

is the content of both approved recommendations:

Therefore, the proposal contained in §3, by dismissing the typical elements of the head provision of art. 1 of the

Antiterrorism LAW, defining as equivalents to terrorism conducts adopted for any reason – with an excessively broad

definition for the motivation, such as “political-ideological” – with the purpose of causing “civil unrest” – bringing to mind

the work of the riot police –, deals a catastrophic blow against the fundamental liberties enshrined in article 5 of the

Federal Constitution and must be rejected by this House of Parliament.

149.38 Reconstructing the civil society organization participation system in public

policy councils and opposing legislative proposals such as Draft Bills 1,585/2019,

732/2022, and 272/2016, which intend to expand antiterrorism legislation in the

context of social movements and civil society organizations (Netherlands).

149.42 Ensuring that legislation referring to the fight against terrorism observes

international obligations in terms of human rights and does not restrict

fundamental liberties (Mexico).

In 2022, THE UN Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and association, Clément Voule, stated

his similar concerns with draft bills that, based on broad definitions of terrorism, could give way to legislation that

allows activism and social movements to be criminalized, restricting fundamental liberties and confirming a trend of

restrictions to the civic space[2].

One year before that, seven of the organization’s Rapporteurs (on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in

Counterterrorism; on the Issue of Human Rights Obligations Relating to the Enjoyment of a Safe, Clean, Healthy and

Sustainable Environment; on the Promotion of Freedom of Opinion and Expression; on the Rights to Freedom of Peaceful

Assembly and Association; on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders; on Arbitrary Detention; and on the Right to Privacy)

published a technical note stating their “profound concerns” with the projects of legislative reform on the subject in

Brazil. 

[2] AVAILABLE AT: <https://www.conectas.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/2022-04-08-Preliminary-observations-Sr-FoAA-Brazil_portuguese-1.pdf>. 

https://www.conectas.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/2022-04-08-Preliminary-observations-Sr-FoAA-Brazil_portuguese-1.pdf
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These legal texts, which seek to expand the definition of terrorism, broadening the list of actions seen as terrorist acts,
and suggesting increased sentences with poorly defined terms, were considered a hazard due to their jeopardizing of the
principles of legality and legal security, colliding with human rights protection principles. Furthermore, the rapporteurs
also highlighted that legislative processes such as these should include the participation of society as a whole, without
being processed under emergency proceedings[3].

Also in 2021, the Regional Representative for South America of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Jan

Jarab, sent a note to the then-chairman of the Human Rights Commission of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, stating his

concern with proposals to expand the definition of terrorism and emphasizing that legislation should not curtail or

discourage the exercise of the right to peaceful assembly[4]. In its Resolution No. 7/36, the Human Rights Council of the UN

established the need to ensure that the invoking of national security, including when used to counter terrorism, would

not be used in an unjust or arbitrary manner, restricting the right to freedom of opinion and expression. 

[3] Available at: <Disponível em: <https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile?gId=26450>. 

[4] Available at: <Disponível em: <https://www2.camara.leg.br/atividade-legislativa/comissoes/comissoes-permanentes/cdhm/noticias/onu-demonstra-preocupacao-com-projeto-de-lei-sobre-

terrorismo>.

Increased fines imposed on the felony of association with drug trafficking

One must also pay attention to the increased fines prescribed in cases involving the felony of association with drug

trafficking, inserted through an amendment at the Public Safety Commission. Currently, although fines seek to establish a

sanction on assets for crimes that involve property and that, therefore, have the intention of increasing the perpetrator’s

assets, they consist of severe “exclusion sentences”. For as long as the fines are not settled, the penalty will continue in

effect, and the extra-criminal effects of the conviction remain active. Defaulting on a fine leads to the suspension of

political rights (art. 15, III, Federal Constitution), which culminates on a domino effect in the life of the citizen, who is

prevented from doing anything that requires electoral good standing, such as having a current Individual Taxpayer ID (CPF),

having a labor card issue, opening a bank account or even entering contracts for utilities in their own name. These are the

side-effects of the criminal conviction.

It is a well-known fact that the majority of the prison population in Brazil comprises young men of African descent, lower

education level, and with few opportunities in life before or after incarceration. The increase of fine penalties worsens the

perverse social effects of criminal conviction, preventing the social reintegration of former convicts who have served

their time in penitentiaries.

The following data was obtained by Gabriel Brollo Fortes through the Access to Information law about the state of São

Paulo: for a drug trafficking offense committed in 2021, the fine varied between a minimum of 18,300.00 BRL and a maximum of

8,250,000.00 BRL. On average, the fine established for trafficking was 38,300.00 BRL. In turn, only 0.03% of the fines

stipulated for drug trafficking were settled within that same period. This means that, for the vast majority of convicted

people, the effects of the penalty not only prolong themselves but are nigh unsolvable, for the settlement of these fines

becomes unfeasible.

The offense of association with trafficking, often prescribed when two people are found in flagrante delicto, whether or

not there are any elements present indicating association with a criminal organization, has the perverse effect of

elevating the penalties of deprivation of liberty. Therefore, the absurd penalty increase contained in the proposal merely

worsens this scenario, which is why the organizations ask the Senators to reject it.

https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile?gId=26450
https://www2.camara.leg.br/atividade-legislativa/comissoes/comissoes-permanentes/cdhm/noticias/onu-demonstra-preocupacao-com-projeto-de-lei-sobre-terrorismo
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Conclusions and request:

Given what was exposed, the signing entities understand that Draft Bill 3,283/2021 should be considered unconstitutional,

since it does not meet the requirements of the Constitution when it comes to the principle of severity; thus, it disregards the

principle of legality, the ultimate grounds for the criminal law system. As such, the entities request that civil society be

heard in this debate and that the proposal, as it stands, be rejected at the Federal Senate’s Constitution and Justice

Commission.
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